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Abstract—Recently, it has been studied the benefit of using a channel-based detector (CHAD) with a passive radar exploiting OFDM waveforms radiated e.g. by DVB-T transmitters of opportunity.

When multiple antennas are available on receive, we state that CHAD can be seen as space-time array-processing performing on a particular coherent frequency datacube. Building on this new interpretation, we propose an improved version of CHAD in the form of a fully dimensional space-time adaptive processing. Optimization of the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio is obtained combining a linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) space-time adaptive beamforming and a least squares (LS) spatial adaptive filtering.

Unlike classical STAP approaches, no training data are here used and only one space-time sample matrix inversion is required. The computational load is then highly reduced allowing a practical deployment. Moreover, since no beamscan in space is performed, the knowledge of array characteristics is not required and the performance shall not be impacted by any calibration errors. Finally, the full set of target signal returns being collected in a single range-Doppler surveillance map, the detection process is then simplified.

Results on experimental data show the interests of this new surveillance scheme: no need for a prior rejection of the dominant interference, systematic reduction of secondary lobes, discrimination of slow moving targets.

Index Terms—passive bistatic radar (PBR), passive covert radar (PCR), passive coherent location (PCL), digital video broadcasting-terrestrial (DVB-T), orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), spatial diversity, cross-ambiguity function (CAF), matched filtering, mismatched filter, reciprocal filter, clutter, linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beamforming, CAPON’s receptor, array-processing, space-time adaptive processing (STAP), least squares (LS) filtering.

I. INTRODUCTION

This work addresses the problem of moving targets detection from a passive radar that exploits OFDM-based sources of illumination through a Rician fading channel. For such systems, a main issue arises from the presence of powerful propagation paths, mainly zero-Doppler paths as the line-of-sight (LOS) path and secondary paths due to relief, vegetation, buildings, etc., that may prevent detection of the targets of interest; the detection peaks corresponding to the weakest target signal returns being often buried by the clutter floor induced by these dominant paths.

When the surveillance system involves multiple antenna-elements (say \( R \)), space-time adaptive processing (STAP) theoretically offers a high-performing solution (see e.g. [1], [2] for airborne radars and [3] for ground radars). STAP performs from a \( (R \times M \times K) \)-datacube obtained by cutting out each received signal \( r \) into \( M \) consecutive blocks (pulses) with \( K \) samples each. In order to assure temporal coherence within the datacube, the different pulses are classically matched filtered using the corresponding block of the reference signal \( i.e. \) the transmitted signal, assumed to be known. The space-time adaptive processor aims to exploit spatial diversity and thus to reach signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) optimization. It consists to implement for each range cell under test (one of the \( K (R \times M) \)-slices of the datacube), a battery of space-time filters depending on Doppler shift and on at least one spatial parameter (a desired direction of arrival). For each Doppler shift and each direction, the optimal space-time adaptive filter is ideally built from the corresponding space-time steering vector and the inverse of the interference plus noise space-time covariance matrix. In the so-called sample matrix inversion (SMI) algorithm, this matrix is estimated averaging space-time snapshots (training data) taken in the vicinity of the under-test cell.

Beside a high theoretical performance, SMI raises major practical issues. It is well known that a very important computational complexity is reached since for each range bin, a full dimension space-time covariance matrix has to be estimated and inverted. Moreover, the amount of available homogeneous training data is not always sufficient with respect to the number of degrees-of-freedom (DoF) brought by the space-time array. Hence, various DoF reduction strategies are used, conducting to suboptimal practical implementations and a dominant interference rejection prestige is often necessary before STAP. For ground radars, this dominant interference is mostly caused by zero-Doppler contribution (ZDC). Note that space-time approaches based on cross-ambiguity function [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] also recommend a ZDC rejection. For airborne radars, rejection of the Doppler shifted strongest contributions is also required with the risk that some targets of interest (often in practice the slowest moving targets) fall in the rejection band of the filter [9].

One can find e.g. in [10], [11], [12], [13], different methods for such a ZDC rejection. It can however be highlighted that these preprocessings are in general sensitive to antenna impairments such as mechanical vibrations or RF front-end impairments such as carrier frequency offset (CFO) or sample
frequency offset (SFO). So, one cannot expect to reach in practice a full ZDC rejection.

A common point between all these approaches is the need to know the geometry of the (necessary calibrated) array so that beams in space can be scanned.

In this paper and as in [14] where a particular spatial extension of classical cross-ambiguity function (CAF) is proposed, we choose to address the problem of target detection in a blind way i.e. without any use of spatial (angular) parameterization. The classical spatial beamscan is then fully replaced by a minimization problem conducting directly to a unique (optimal) beam for each range-Doppler bin under test. Although the spatial information is lost or more accurately unused, such approaches have many advantages: target returns are always delivered in a single range-Doppler map, thereby simplifying the surveillance process by a human operator or an automatic tracker. Moreover, the performance can no longer be impacted by array calibration errors, as it can be with array-shape dependent methods. Finally and importantly, the computational load remains reasonably low when compared to those of classical STAP approaches.

For OFDM-based emissions, it has been proposed in [15], [16] to replace the battery of matched filters by “mismatched” filters (also called reciprocal filters). The idea is that reciprocal filter outputs being theoretically “signal-independent”, presence of ghost targets (false alarms) caused by the DVB-T signal structure (cyclic prefix, transmission parameter signalling, pilot data, see [17]) is naturally eliminated. In [18], a new interpretation of such an approach was stated in term of channel-based detector (CHAD). Note that a similar interpretation can be found in [19] for the particular case of DAB signals. It was demonstrated that, thanks to the orthogonality between the subcarriers, CHAD has, in general, less clutter leakages than using matched filters. In particular, the “low-Dopplerized” paths induce a near zero clutter floor level; this level theoretically reaching zero for ZDC.

Here, we show that the multidimensional extension of CHAD can be seen as $R$ classical data-independent (not adaptive) beamformers in time performing from a coherent frequency datacube where the number $M$ of pulses corresponds to the number of OFDM symbols processed. From such an interpretation, we propose to replace the classical data-independent beamformer by a linearly constrained minimum variance adaptive beamformer fully coupled with a least squares spatial adaptive filtering. We obtain a low complexity fully adaptive STAP free of any array spatial parameterization, where the dominant interference prior rejection is no more required.

The paper is organized in the following way: Section II describes the spatial model on receive at baseband obtained under classical simplifying assumptions. The notion of Doppler channel is recalled and the theoretical expression of its frequency response is derived in the case of a DVB-T emission. In the section III, two multidimensional range-Doppler detection tools, namely space-time CAF and space-time CHAD, are described. In Section IV we develop the proposed blind STAP (B-STAP) version of CHAD and we discuss its computational complexity. Examples of surveillance maps obtained with two experimental ground passive radars are presented in Section V where the performance of CAF (with and without ZDC rejection), of CHAD (with and without ZDC rejection) and finally of B-STAP CHAD are compared.

II. PROBLEM MODELING

A. Far-field spatial model

The schematic view in Fig. 1 illustrates a passive ground radar detection scenario where a transmitter of opportunity illuminates a scene composed of $I-1$ static or moving specular reflectors. A receive array-antenna composed of $R$ elements collects the contributions of the transmitted signal from $I$ propagation paths (the LOS path and $I-1$ secondary paths).

Let us introduce as a radar reference signal, the LOS complex baseband signal received on an element indexed by $0$, arbitrary chosen as a reference element. This signal denoted by $s(t)$, matches the complex baseband transmitted signal up to a propagation delay $t_0$ due to LOS distance.

Throughout this paper, we denote generically by $I_i$, the set of indices $i = 0, \ldots, I-1$, that is to say $I_i = \{0, 1, \ldots, I-1\}$. Assuming validity of some classical simplifying assumptions (see the appendix for more details), the complex baseband signal $y_{r}(t)$ received on any sensor $r \in I_R$, is given by:

$$y_{r}(t) = \sum_{i \in I_i} \gamma_{ir} s(t - \tau_{i}) e^{j2\pi f_{c} t} + \eta_{r}(t)$$

where

- $i > 0$ is the index of a reflector. It varies from 1 to $I-1$ and $i = 0$ corresponds to the LOS path ; $r$ is the index of an element of the receive array-antenna. It varies from 0 to $R-1$ ($r = 0$ being reserved for the reference element) ; a particular path is defined by the pair $(i, r)$ ;
- $\tau_{i}$ is the relative propagation delay such that $\tau_{i} + t_0$ corresponds to the propagation delay of the path $(i, 0)$ (i.e. from the transmitter to the reference sensor, via the $i^{th}$ reflector, see fig.1),
- $f_{c}$ is the Doppler frequency shift due to the $i^{th}$ reflector bistatic speed,
- $\gamma_{ir}$ are spatial complex factors depending on relative propagation small delays, radar cross-sections (RCS) of...
the different reflectors and eventually on some impairments about the array-antenna such as e.g. the spatial gain pattern of each element. The coefficients \( \gamma_{ir} \), \( r \in \mathbb{I}_R \) are generally distinct; they express the spatial diversity brought by the array-antenna.

- \( \eta_j(t) \) is the contribution of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

**B. Notion of Doppler channel**

As introduced in [18], the previous model (1) can be rewritten as a sum of \( F \) differently frequency shifted (“Dopplerized”) contributions and one has using the convolution operator \( \ast \):

\[
y_r(t) = \sum_{j \in \mathbb{I}_F} \{ h_{f_j}^i \ast s \} (t) e^{j2\pi f_j t} + \eta_r(t),
\]

where \( f_j (j \in \mathbb{I}_F) \) is one of the distinct Doppler frequency shifts, and where \( h_{f_j}^i(t) \) represents the impulse response of the linear filter that models the multipath between the source and the receiver \( r \) at Doppler shift \( f_j \). Such a filter characterizes the so-called Doppler channel associated with the element \( r \) and corresponding to the Doppler frequency shift \( f_j \). Introducing the index subset \( \mathcal{J}_f \) of \( \mathbb{I}_F \), corresponding to a given Doppler frequency shift \( f_j \) such as:

\[
\mathcal{J}_f = \{ i \in \mathbb{I}_F | f_i = f_j \},
\]

we have from (1), \( \forall j \in \mathbb{I}_F, \forall r \in \mathbb{I}_R \):

\[
h_{f_j}^i(t) = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{J}_f} \gamma_{ir} \delta(t - \tau_i),
\]

where \( \delta(t) \) represents the Dirac pseudo-function. Presence of a propagation path \( i \) with a Doppler shift \( f_i \) and a bistatic delay \( \tau_i \) is then betrayed by a pulse in the impulse response \( h_{f_j}^i(t) \). Equivalently, if \( \mathcal{F}\{\cdot\} \) denotes the Fourier transform, the contribution of such a path ideally takes the form of a complex exponential in the corresponding frequency response \( H_{f_j}^i(\nu) \cong \mathcal{F}\{h_{f_j}^i(t)\} \).

**C. The DVB-T particular case**

For DVB-T illuminators (see [20]), the digital reference signal is a sequence of so-called CP-OFDM symbols \( s_m[n] \), \( N \) samples each, such that:

\[
s_m[n] = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k \in \mathbb{I}_K} d_m^k e^{j2\pi \frac{k n}{K}},
\]

\[
n \in [-N+K, \ldots, 0, \ldots, K-1], m \in \mathbb{I}_M,
\]

where \( K \) is the number of orthogonal subcarriers with the frequency spacing \( 1/T_u \). \( \mathbb{I}_K \) defines the support of the useful part whose duration is \( T_u \) and \([-N+K, \ldots, -1] \) defines the support of the cyclic prefix (CP) with a \( T_{cp} \) duration. Finally, \( d_m^k \) is the complex information datum that modulates the subcarrier \( \frac{k}{K} \) during the emission of the symbol \( m \). In practice, the useful part of the symbol \( m \), i.e. \( (s_m[n])_{n \in \mathbb{I}_K} \), is built from the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of the discrete sequence of data \( (d_m^k)_{k \in \mathbb{I}_K} \), and the samples in the CP part \( (s_m[n])_{n \in [-N+K, \ldots, -1]} \), are obtained by a periodic extension of the useful part. In order to mitigate crosstalk issues between consecutive transmission channels, the lowest and highest frequency subcarriers have a zero amplitude and one can equivalently say that they are modulated by zero data. Hence, we denote by \( \mathcal{E}_K \), the index subset of non-zero data:

\[
\mathcal{E}_K = \{ k \in \mathbb{I}_K | d_m^k \neq 0 \}.
\]

As most of the authors on this topic, we assume here that all the required conditions for an error-free DVB-T demodulation are fulfilled [21]. As a consequence, the sampled version \( y_r[n] \) (sample period: \( T_u/k \)) of the received signal is assumed to be synchronized to the beginning of the useful part of the LOS dominant contribution and the whole dataset \( (d_m^k)_{k \in \mathbb{I}_K, m \in \mathbb{I}_M} \) is considered known. The digital reference signal \( (s_m[n])_{m \in \mathbb{I}_M} \) can then be resynthesized by IDFT and periodic extension without any error.

Assuming that \( \tau_i < T_{cp} \), \( \forall i \in \mathbb{I}_F \), each sample* in the useful part of a received block \( m \) on an element \( r \) yields:

\[
y_{mr}[n] = \sum_{j \in \mathbb{I}_F} \sum_{k \in \mathcal{E}_K} H_{f_j}^i[k] d_m^k e^{j2\pi \frac{k n}{K}} e^{j2\pi f_j (mT_u+nT_u)} + \eta_{mr}[n], n \in \mathbb{I}_K,
\]

with \( T_s = T_u + T_{cp} \) and where:

\[
H_{f_j}^i[k] = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{J}_f} \gamma_{ir} e^{-j2\pi \frac{k \tau_i}{K}}, k \in \mathcal{E}_K
\]

is the frequency response of the Doppler channel associated with the Doppler frequency shift \( f_j \). The samples \( \eta_{mr}[n] \) correspond to the additive noise contribution.

For sufficiently low Doppler shifts, it can be assumed that the phase rotation \( e^{j2\pi f_j (mT_u+nT_u)} \) in (2) (or equivalently \( e^{j2\pi f_j (mT_u+nT_u)} \) in (2)) remains constant within each CP-OFDM block of duration \( T_s \). Under this assumption, one can replace the phasor \( e^{j2\pi f_j (mT_u+nT_u)} \) by \( e^{j2\pi f_j mT_u} \) in the expression (2). It comes:

\[
y_{mr}[n] = \sum_{j \in \mathbb{I}_F} \sum_{k \in \mathcal{E}_K} H_{mr}^j[k] d_m^k e^{j2\pi \frac{k n}{K}} + \eta_{mr}[n],
\]

where:

\[
H_{mr}^j[k] = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{J}_f} \gamma_{ir} e^{j2\pi f_j mT_u} e^{-j2\pi \frac{k \tau_i}{K}}, k \in \mathcal{E}_K
\]

corresponds to the instantaneous frequency response of the \( f_j \)-Doppler channel varying from symbol to symbol.

**III. Multisensor range-Doppler detection tools**

In this section, we give the expressions of two range-Doppler detection multidimensional (spatial) tools used in passive radar (CAF and CHAD) in which the knowledge of the array shape is not required.

*some of the samples for \( T_{cp} < \tau_i < T_{cp} + T_u \)
A. "Blind" cross-ambiguity function (CAF)

Classical CAF is built from cross-correlations between the received signal \( \{ y_{mn}[n] \}_{n \in \mathbb{Z}^M} \) on an element \( r \) of the array and a bank of differently delayed (\( \tau_r \)), differently frequency shifted (\( f \)) versions of the power-normalized reference sequence \( \{ s_m[n] \}_{m \in \mathbb{Z}^M} \):

\[
X_r[n', f] = \frac{1}{KM} \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}^M} y_{mr}[n](s_m[n - n'])^* e^{-2j\pi mfT_r}
\]

with \( \tau_{n'} = n'T_r \). Then, CAF expression is given by the square modulus of \( X_r[n', f] \):

\[
A_r[n', f] = |X_r[n', f]|^2.
\]

A multidimensional (spatial), blind (not requiring any spatial model like steering vector), extension of CAF can be found in [14]. This approach consists in identifying the weight vector \( \mathbf{w} = (w_r)_{r \in \mathbb{Z}^R} \) of the least squares (LS) spatial filter minimizing the following mean square error:

\[
\varepsilon^2[n', f] = \frac{1}{MK} \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}^M} \mathbf{w}^H y_{mn}[n] - s_m[n - n'] e^{2j\pi mfT_r} |^2
\]

where \( y_{mn}[n] \) is the column vector of size \( R \) gathering each \( n^{th} \) sample of each \( m^{th} \) pulse, received by the \( R \) antennas; \( y_{mn}[n] = (y_{mr}[n])_{r \in \mathbb{Z}^R} \).

Minimization of \( \varepsilon^2 \) yields:

\[
\mathbf{w}[n', f] = \mathbf{Y}_y^{-1} \mathbf{X}[n', f],
\]

where the \( R \times R \) matrix

\[
\mathbf{Y}_y \triangleq \frac{1}{KM} \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}^M} \sum_{n \in \mathbb{Z}^M} y_{mn}[n] y_{mn}[n]^H
\]

is an estimate of the spatial variance covariance matrix of the different recordings, and where \( \mathbf{X}[n', f] = (X_r[n', f])_{r \in \mathbb{Z}^R} \).

The blind space-time CAF is finally given by the energy of the spatially filtered observations

\[
A_{ST}[n', f] = \mathbf{X}^H[n', f] \mathbf{Y}_y^{-1} \mathbf{X}[n', f].
\]  

(5)

It can be demonstrated that (5) gives the optimal solution, in the maximum likelihood ratio sense, when the problem would be to detect a single propagation path observed through multiple independent AWGN channels. Note that the outputs of this particular CAF remain in the range-Doppler plane unlike other approaches (see e.g. [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]) using CAF built on a spatial model where the angular parameters increase the output dimension.

B. Doppler channel detector (CHAD)

Let us denote by \( Y_{mr}[k] \) the spectral representation of the so-called Doppler compensated sequence of samples \( y_{mn}[n] = y_{mr}[n] e^{-2\pi mfT_r} \) obtained using a \( K \)-points IDFT:

\[
Y_{mr}[k] = \sum_{n \in \mathbb{Z}^K} y_{mr}[n] e^{-2j\pi mfT_r} e^{-2j\pi \frac{n}{K}}. \tag{6}
\]

From (2), an estimation of the instantaneous frequency response \( \hat{H}_{mr}[k] \) of the \( f \)-Doppler channel is then given \( \forall k \in \mathbb{Z} \), by

\[
\hat{H}_{mr}[k] = \frac{Y_{mr}[k]}{d_m}
\]

and for the zero-amplitude subcarriers i.e. \( \forall k \in \mathbb{Z} \setminus \mathbb{E}_K \), by

\[
\hat{H}_{mr}[k] = 0.
\]

It has been shown in [18] that when the number of symbols \( M \) increases, the following summation

\[
\hat{H}^f[k] \triangleq \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}^M} \hat{H}_{mr}[k], \quad k \in \mathbb{E}_K
\]

asymptotically converges to the frequency response \( H^f[k] \) of the Doppler channel associated to the frequency shift \( f \). Then, the square modulus of the corresponding impulse response \( h^f[n'] \) obtained by a \( K \)-points IDFT:

\[
h^f[n'] = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k \in \mathbb{E}_K} H^f[k] e^{2j\pi \frac{n'k}{K}},
\]

leads to the Doppler channel detector CHAD:

\[
C_r[n', f] = |h^f[n']|^2,
\]

where the presence of a propagation path with a Doppler shift \( f \) and a sample shift \( n' \) is ideally betrayed by a Dirac pulse.

As for CAF, we propose here a multidimensional (still blind) extension of CHAD searching the LS spatial filter \( \mathbf{w} = (w_r)_{r \in \mathbb{Z}^R} \) that minimizes the following quadratic error

\[
\varepsilon^2[n', f] = \sum_{k \in \mathbb{E}_K} |\mathbf{w}^H \mathbf{H}^f[k] - e^{-2j\pi \frac{n'k}{K}}|^2,
\]

(10)

where \( \mathbf{H}^f[k] \) is the column vector of size \( R \) such that \( \mathbf{H}^f[k] = (H^f[k])_{r \in \mathbb{Z}^R} \) and where \( e^{-2j\pi \frac{n'k}{K}} \) represents (up to the unknown complex factor \( \gamma_{n', f} \)) the ideal contribution of a path with a sample shift \( n' \) in the Doppler channel frequency response associated to the Doppler shift \( f \) (see (3) replacing \( \tau_r \) by \( n'\frac{2\pi}{K} \)).

The spatial filter \( \mathbf{w} \) optimizing \( \varepsilon^2 \) in (10) is given by

\[
\mathbf{w}[n', f] = \mathbf{Y}_y^{-1} \mathbf{H}^f[n']
\]

where the \( R \times R \) matrix

\[
\mathbf{H}_y \triangleq \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k \in \mathbb{E}_K} \mathbf{H}^f[k] (\mathbf{H}^f[k])^H
\]

is an estimate of the spatial covariance matrix of the different frequency responses, and where \( \mathbf{h}^f[n'] = (h^f[n'])_{r \in \mathbb{Z}^R} \). The output \( C_{ST}[n', f] \) of the space-time CHAD is finally obtained computing the energy of the spatially filtered Doppler channel

\[
C_{ST}[n', f] = (\mathbf{h}^f[n'])^H \mathbf{Y}_y^{-1} \mathbf{h}^f[n'].
\]

(11)
**Radar relative bistatic range limitation:** for simplicity the previous theoretical developments have been written considering relative propagation delays $\tau_i$ less than the guard interval duration $T_{cp}$. It corresponds to a 70km relative bistatic coverage for the largest guard interval duration in European DVB-T emissions and to 8.75km for the shortest one. Now, it has been stated in [18] that this limitation can reasonably be overridden in return for a gradual detection loss due to the proportion of samples outside the guard interval. Note that this is the case for the experimental results at the end of this paper where relative bistatic delays up to three time the guard interval duration are explored. Moreover this only represents a relative coverage and the LOS distance must be added to obtain the absolute coverage.

**IV. PROPOSED B-STAP DETECTOR**

**A. CHAD frequency datacube**

Observing (4), it appears that, for a given array-element $r$, the $M$ instantaneous frequency responses $(H_{mr}[k])_{k \in \mathcal{E}_K}$ can be seen as snapshots of a sinusoidal plane wave impinging a $M$-elements temporal uniform linear array (ULA). The wave being “spatially” characterized by its Doppler shift $f_d$. This array-processing analogy can be extended when all the $R$ antennas of the receive array are considered to form a set of $R$ temporal ULAs with $M$ elements each. In that case, the unknown coefficients $\gamma_{ir}$ affect the $MR$-elements antenna global manifold.

Now, using (6) and (7), the expression of the estimated $f_d$-Doppler channel (8) can be rewritten as

$$H_f[k] = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m \in \mathcal{I}_M} \tilde{H}_{mr}[k] e^{-2\pi f_d m T_r}, \quad k \in \mathcal{E}_K,$$

where the instantaneous frequency responses $(\tilde{H}_{mr}[k])_{k \in \mathcal{E}_K}$ are obtained using (7) with no Doppler compensation (i.e. by taking $f = 0$).

This set of $MRK$ samples $\tilde{H}_{mr}[k]$ forms the frequency datacube used by CHAD. For each element $r$, the CHAD processor can then be interpreted as a conventional phase-and-sum beamformer performing on the associated temporal ULA $r$. It aims to enhance the selected $f$-Doppler channel by focusing towards its Doppler direction.

Building on this reinterpretation of CHAD, we propose two main improvements.

A first improvement concerns the choice of the beamformer associated to the $R$ temporal ULAs. CHAD uses a classical data-independent beamformer which only maximizes the signal to noise ratio (SNR). In order to maximize SINR, we then propose to replace the classical beamformer by a linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) adaptive (data-dependent) beamformer.

A second improvement concerns the way that the $R$ temporal ULAs are used. With CHAD, the Doppler beamformer does not exploit the spatial diversity brought by the coefficients $\gamma_{ir}$. Time and space dimensions are indeed processed independently: the time dimension only concerns the temporal beamforming while the space dimension appears with the LS spatial filtering. To improve the performance, we then propose to jointly use the temporal and spatial elements to build a space-time adaptive filter.

**B. Spacetime adaptive SINR maximization**

Let us assume the potential presence of a propagation path with the bistatic delay $\tau_{m'} = m'T_u/k$ and the Doppler shift $f$. For each array-element $r$ and each received pulse $m$, its theoretical contribution to the instantaneous frequency response of the $f$-Doppler channel can be modeled using (4) by

$$H_{mr}[k] = \gamma_r e^{2\pi f m T_r} e^{-2\pi k \frac{\tau_{m'}}{k}}, \quad k \in \mathcal{E}_K.$$

Referring again to the notion of temporal ULA, the sequence of space-time coefficients $(\gamma_r e^{2\pi f m T_r})_{m \in \mathcal{I}_M}$ can be seen as a space-time array manifold. The $M$ coefficients $u_{mr}^f \triangleq e^{2\pi f m T_r}$ characterize the Doppler direction of the sinusoidal plane wave $e^{-2\pi k \frac{\tau_{m'}}{k}}$ while the $R$ unknown coefficients $\gamma_r$ correspond to its spatial direction.

Let us consider now the $MRK$ samples of the frequency datacube $H_{mr}[k]$. By linearly combining them, one defines a space-time filtered frequency response:

$$Z[k] = \sum_{m \in \mathcal{I}_M} \sum_{r \in \mathcal{I}_R} w_{mr}^* H_{mr}[k]$$

where $w_{mr}$, $m \in \mathcal{I}_M$, $r \in \mathcal{I}_R$ are the $MR$ coefficients of the space-time filter. Using array-processing vocabulary, our SINR maximization objective can be formulated as follows: steering to the Doppler direction $f$, the output samples $Z[k]$ have to “fit at best” the theoretical samples $s_{mr}^f[k] \triangleq e^{-2\pi k \frac{\tau_{m'}}{k}}$ characterizing the expected plane wave while minimizing the energy of contributions coming with other Doppler directions. That multi-objective problem shall be achieved jointly solving two coupled adaptive optimization schemes: a problem of linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) space-time adaptive beamforming combined to a problem of LS spatial adaptive filtering.

1) LCMV adaptive beamformer: the energy $e(w)$ at filter output is given by

$$e(w) = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k \in \mathcal{I}_K} |Z[k]|^2 = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{m,m',r,r'} w_{mr}^* w_{m'r'} w_{m'r}[k] (\tilde{H}_{m'r}[k])^*.$$ (12)

For a plane wave with a Doppler direction $f$, the complex magnitude gain $g_{mr}^f$ brought by the temporal part $(w_{mr})_{m \in \mathcal{I}_M}$ of the filter associated to the temporal ULA $r$ yields

$$g_{mr}^f = (w_{mr})^* w_{mr}^f, \quad \forall r \in \mathcal{I}_R.$$ (13)
The LCMV formulation of our problem is then to find the optimal coefficients \((u_{opt,m}^{T})_{m \in I_{M}}\) minimizing (12) with respect to the \(R\) linear temporal steering constraints (13). The necessary knowledge of the gains \(g_{f}^{T}\) is here relaxed; they will be determined later during the LS filtering process. One can then write the following constrained optimization problem

\[
(u_{opt,m}^{T})_{m \in I_{M}} = \arg\min_{(w_{m,r})_{m \in I_{M}}} \left\{ \frac{1}{K} \sum_{m',r'} w_{m,r}w_{m',r'} \sum_{k} H_{mr}[k]H_{m'r'}^{*}[k] \right. \\
+ \left. \sum_{r \in I_{R}} \mu_{r} \left( g_{r}^{T} - \sum_{m \in I_{M}} w_{m,r}^{*}w_{m}^{T} \right) \right\},
\]

(14)

where the coefficients \(\mu_{r}\) are the \(R\) Lagrange multipliers associated to the \(R\) constraints.

Using the column stacking operator \(\text{vec}[\cdot]\), the previous equation can be rewritten in matrix-vector notation. We then define the following column vectors and matrices:

- The \(MR\)-dimensional vector \(H[k] = \text{vec}\left[ (H_{mr}[k])_{m \in I_{M}} \right] \) gathering the instantaneous frequency responses, the \(MR\)-vector \(w = \text{vec}\left[ (w_{m,r})_{m \in I_{M}} \right] \) of the filter coefficients, the \(R\)-vector of the complex gains \(g_{f} = (g_{f,r})_{r \in I_{R}}\), the \(MR \times R\) matrix of constraints \(C_{f} = \begin{bmatrix} u_{f} & 0 & \cdots & 0 \end{bmatrix}_{R \times I_{R}}\), where \(u_{f} = (u_{m,f})_{m \in I_{M}}\) is the \(M\)-dimensional steering vector corresponding to the Doppler direction \(f\) and finally \(\mu_{f} = (\mu_{f,r})_{r \in I_{R}}\), the vector of the \(R\) Lagrange multipliers.

With these notations, (14) becomes

\[
w_{opt} = \arg\min_{w} \left\{ w^{H}C_{f}w + (g_{f}^{T} - w^{H}C_{f})\mu_{f} \right\},
\]

(15)

where

\[
\Gamma = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k} H[k]H^{*}[k],
\]

is an estimate of the Hermitian \((MR \times MR)\) space-time covariance matrix. Nulling the gradient of the Lagrangian in (15) with respect to (w.r.t.) \(w^{H}\), it comes

\[
w_{opt} = \Gamma^{-1}C_{f}\mu_{f}.
\]

(16)

Now, replacing the expression (16) of \(w\) in the linear system of constraints (13), \(g_{f}^{H} = w^{H}C_{f}\), we get the Lagrange multiplier vector:

\[
\mu_{f} = (C_{f}^{H}\Gamma^{-1}C_{f})^{-1}g_{f}.
\]

The general expression of the space-time filter (16) w.r.t. the unknown spatial complex gains then yields

\[
w_{opt} = Mg_{f},
\]

(17)

where \(M\) is the following \((MR \times R)\) rectangular matrix

\[
M = \Gamma^{-1}C_{f}(C_{f}^{H}\Gamma^{-1}C_{f})^{-1}.
\]

2) LS spatial adaptive filtering: we can now set the optimal complex gain vector \(g_{opt}^{T}\) so that the samples \(s_{n'}[k]\) fit those of the sinusoidal plane wave \(s_{n'}[k] = e^{-2\pi j fn'k/k}\) in the LS sense:

\[
w_{opt} = \arg\min_{w} \left\{ \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k \in I_{K}} \left| w^{H}H[k] - s_{n'}[k]\right|^{2} \right\}.
\]

(18)

Replacing \(w\) using (17), an equivalent formulation is

\[
g_{opt} = \arg\min_{g_{f}} \left\{ \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k \in I_{K}} \left| g_{f}^{H}X^{H}[k] - s_{n'}^{H}[k]\right|^{2} \right\}.
\]

(14)

Nulling the gradient of the mean square error w.r.t. \(g_{f}^{H}\), we get

\[
g_{opt} = \left( X^{H}\Gamma X \right)^{-1}X^{H}\Gamma s_{n'}[k] \cdot \left( X^{H}\Gamma X \right)
\]

(20)

Now, since \(s_{n'}^{H}[k] = e^{2\pi j fn'k/k}\), it appears that the expression

\[
\frac{1}{K} \sum_{k \in I_{K}} H[k]s_{n'}^{H}[k]
\]

stands for the IDFT of \((H[k])_{k \in I_{K}}\), denoted by \((h[n'])_{n' \in I_{K}}\). Finally, using (18), we get

\[
w_{opt}[n', f] = \Gamma^{-1}C_{f}(C_{f}^{H}\Gamma^{-1}C_{f})^{-1}C_{f}^{H}\Gamma^{-1}h[n']
\]

(21)

The corresponding space-time adaptive detector \(C_{B-stap}[n', f]\) is finally built computing the energy \(\frac{1}{K} \sum_{k} |Z[k]|^{2}\) at the filter output. It straightforwardly comes using \(Z[k] = (w_{opt}^{H})^{H}H[k]\) with (21):

\[
C_{B-stap}[n', f] = H[n']^{H}(\Gamma^{-1}C_{f}(C_{f}^{H}\Gamma^{-1}C_{f})^{-1}C_{f}^{H}\Gamma^{-1}h[n']).
\]

(22)

C. Computational load

Pilot-aided synchronization and OFDM symbol detection are two essential prior steps for all the methods to provide an ideal noise-free reference signal. The computational load of these two steps remains very low since it simply corresponds to a classical DVB-T decoding: synchronization by correlation with the pilot sequence can be performed only once using a few symbols. Then, extraction of the sequence of \(M\) OFDM symbols using \(K\)-points FFT leads to a linear complexity: \(O(MK\log_{2}K)\).

Let us put it in the extreme case where one wants to scan \(K\) bistatic delays \(\tau_{n'}\) and then to compute, for a given Doppler shift \(f\), the \((K\times K)\)-vector \((C_{B-stap}[n', f])_{n' \in I_{K}}\).

In the expression (22), the \((K\times K)\)-vectors \(\Gamma^{-1}h[n']\) do not depend on the Doppler frequency shift under test \(f\) and are then calculated only once. Since a \(K\)-points fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be used to efficiently compute \(h[n']\)
from $\mathbf{H}[k]$, the computational load remains dominated by the inversion of the $(MR \times MR)$ matrix $\Gamma$ and one can then expect a computational complexity bounded by $O(M^3 R^3)$. Note that $K$ space-time matrices should have to be inverted using SMI algorithm, increasing the computational load to $O(KM^3 R^3)$.

For each value of the Doppler frequency shift $f$, one first has to compute the $K$ $(R)$-vectors $\left(\mathbf{C}_f^H \Gamma^{-1} \mathbf{h}[n']\right)_{n' \in \mathcal{I}_K}$ ($MR^2 K$ complex operations) and the $(R \times R)$-matrix $(\mathbf{C}_f^H \Gamma^{-1} \mathbf{C}_f)^{-1}$ ($2MR^2 R^3 + R^3$ complex operations). Finally, $K(R^2 + R)$ complex operations are still needed to complete calculation of the $(K)$-vector $(\mathbf{C}_{STAP}[n',f])_{n' \in \mathcal{I}_K}$. The total number of operations is then $MR^2 K + 2MR^3 R^3 + R^3 + K(R^2 + R)$ i.e. $O(MR^2 K)$ computational complexity.

By contrast, efficiently computing the cross-ambiguity function in the frequency domain, using the FFT, one obtains the complexity $O(MRK \log_2 K)$ for each frequency shift $f$. Thus, with e.g. $K = 8192$ orthogonal subcarriers, the proposed detector (B-STAP CHAD) has a lower computational cost than CAF if the number $R$ of antennas is less than $\log_2 (K) = \log_2 (8192) = 13$.

V. TARGET RETURNS FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA

We dispose of two experimental datasets delivered by two prototypes of passive ground radar. The first dataset referred as Dataset #1, is provided by a 4-elements ULA. The target of interest is an helicopter illuminated by the French DVB-T transmitter from the Eiffel tower during the french Bastille day. The second dataset (Dataset #2) comes from a second prototype using a 16-elements 2D planar receive array. One can learn more about this second system by reading [22], [23]. The objective is here to discriminate a fighter aircraft mainly illuminated by three German DVB-T transmitters using the same HF carrier frequency (single frequency network, SFN).

A. Dataset #1 (helicopter - 4-elements ULA):

The characteristics of the DVB-T emission are 8K ($K = 8192$ orthogonal subcarriers), 64-QAM and $T_{cp} = T_d/32$. All detection results are obtained processing the same sequence of $M = 190$ consecutive OFDM symbols (pulses) corresponding to an observation duration of approximately 170ms. The reference signal is extracted from a dedicated DVB-T directive antenna pointing towards the Eiffel tower.

In the sequel, relative bistatic distances up to 25km are scanned corresponding to 3 times the distance covered by the wave during the guard interval duration. In the range-Doppler plane, the theoretical location of the target echo of interest (17.1km, -173.0Hz) is marked by a black circle. Such a range value corresponds to a relative bistatic delay more than twice as large as the CP duration and a slight discrimination loss (about $10 \log_{10} ( (32 - 2)^2 / 32^2 ) = -0.57 dB$, see [18]) is expected using CHAD with respect to CAF.

To tackle dynamic range issues between the different target returns, we adjusted, in each following 3D surveillance map, the colorscale so that the highest peak with a unit normalized level, appears with a black color while the clutter floor has always the same gray/blue color. In that way, whatever the process used, a detection peak is equally (and fairly) visible depending on its relative level wrt the clutter floor.

The figure 2 shows first target returns obtained using CAF (5) without rejecting the zero-Doppler contribution. Except for the dominant LOS signal and for some other zero-Doppler returns, no moving target is visible. They are all masked by the clutter floor high level mainly induced by the LOS path.

The next result (Fig. 3) is obtained using space-time CHAD (11) without ZDC rejection. The clutter floor level being here lower than using CAF, more important ZDC leakages appear in the detection map. These secondary lobes nevertheless do not mask the target of interest which is now visible inside the black circle.

A cut along the Doppler shift of the target of interest (-173 Hz) is presented in the upper-bound normalized plot of Fig. 4 for each of the two space-time detectors. It appears that
the clutter level reduction brought by CHAD reaches about 20dB, allowing to bare the helicopter return.

Fig. 5 corresponds to target returns from CAF implementing the ZDC rejection frequency method proposed in [13]. As expected, one can see that fully ZDC rejection is not reached and quite important secondary lobes remain along the Doppler axis in particular for low bistatic ranges. This could be caused by RF impairments (residual CFO) or mechanical impairments (low frequency vibrations of the antenna support). The ZDC rejection level is nevertheless sufficient to unmask several target returns including that of interest within the black circle.

A similar result (see Fig. 6) is obtained using space-time CHAD implementing the embedded ZDC rejection method proposed in [13]. The range values (from 15km to 19km, i.e. around the target-of-interest location) in Fig. 7 show that after ZDC rejection, the two detectors exhibit close clutter relative levels.

The following result (see Fig. 8) is obtained using the proposed B-STAP detector $\mathcal{C}_{B\text{-STAP}}$ (22). One can see, which shows the interest of this new approach, that moving targets including that of interest (black circle) are now clearly visible without the need for a ZDC rejection process. It can be observed an important systematic reduction of the secondary lobes. In particular, the ZDC secondary lobes near the null bistatic range axis have been drastically removed thanks to the SINR maximization.

As previously, one can see from the range values in Fig. 9, that similar clutter relative local levels are obtained both with $\mathcal{A}_{ST}$ (after ZDC rejection) and $\mathcal{C}_{B\text{-STAP}}$.

B. Dataset #2 (fighter aircraft - 16-elements 2D array):

Here, the characteristics of the DVB-T emission are 8K, 16-QAM, $T_{cp} = T_u/4$. $M = 82$ OFDM symbols (pulses) are processed for target discrimination. Its corresponds to a coherent integration time of about 83ms. The reference
signal is obtained from the radar receive array-antenna using the spatial approach proposed in [21]. The 16 recordings are synchronized to the LOS path of the nearest transmitter. A bistatic coverage up to about 140km is explored. It corresponds to bistatic delays up to 2 times the guard interval duration.

The target of interest (the fighter aircraft) being illuminated by three DVB-T transmitters (SFN configuration), three returns are expected in the range-Doppler plane with the following coordinates: (8.1km,-338Hz), (33.8km,-249Hz) and (76.8km,-123Hz). These theoretical locations will be marked by circles in the surveillance maps. Note that the aircraft echo with the highest range coordinate (76.8km) falls outside the guard interval.

A first surveillance map is presented in Fig. 10. It is obtained using CAF without implementing the rejection of the dominant zero-Doppler contribution. One can observe several zero-Doppler powerful returns corresponding to the three LOS signals from the three SFN transmitters and to several strong replicas. In addition, one can see a series of aligned plots with Doppler shifts of about -240Hz. They are false alarms (ghost returns) due to the particular structure of the DVB-T signal [17]. The target-of-interest returns remain masked by the clutter floor induced by the dominant contribution.

The next figure presents a surveillance map obtained using the space-time extension of CHAD without ZDC rejection. As with the first dataset, one observes a very important reduction of the clutter floor level, hence two of the three aircraft returns are now visible. The third one (white circle) outreaches the clutter floor but remains hidden between important secondary lobes. As expected with channel-based approaches, the ghost returns no more appear.

The surveillance map in the next figure 12 corresponds to a space-time CAF after ZDC rejection. Again, due to various impairments, disturbing residual leakages from the zero-Doppler contribution can be observed all along the Doppler dimension. Several new target returns are however found and those of the fighter aircraft appear now inside the black circles. One may still note the presence of duplicated ghost peaks caused by the incomplete rejection of ZDC.
The map presented in the next figure 13 is delivered by space-time CHAD implementing a ZDC rejection. A similar performance than with CAF (see previous Fig. 12) is observed, except that the ghost returns are now eliminated.

The following result (Fig. 14) is obtained using the proposed detector $C_{B-STAP}$. As a result of SINR maximization, the three LOS return peaks are now correctly relocated around the zero-Doppler axis hence the surveillance map is globally "cleaner" than that obtained using the space-time detector CAF or even using CHAD. The three aircraft returns are perfectly discriminated wrt the background. In addition, since no ZDC rejection was performed, several slow moving targets are now found. Most of them are due to the presence of a civil airport and an highway within the radar range [22], [23].

Fig. 15 shows the results obtained with both $A_{ST}$ (with ZDC rejection) and $C_{B-STAP}$ depending on the bistatic distance, along the -123 Hz Doppler frequency shift. It corresponds to the fighter aircraft expected return with the highest bistatic distance (76.8km). One can see that, around the peak of interest, a similar performance is reached by the two processings. One can however observe the ability of B-STAP CHAD to remove secondary lobes; in the figure, a secondary lobe coming from one of the three LOS propagation paths with a relative bistatic distance of about 54.8km.

The last two figures Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 present range-Doppler trackings of one of the three aircraft returns (that illuminated by the nearest DVB-T transmitter). For each method (space-time CAF with ZDC rejection and blind space-time adaptive CHAD), 12 range-Doppler surveillance maps have been computed from 12 sequences of 82 OFDM pulses each. The sequences being separated by 1 second, we obtain a 12 seconds tracking. These maps were combined (elementwise maximum) then thresholded to produce 2D binary detection maps. All the 12 returns forming a "Z"-shaped track are detected by the two approaches with a similar performance. In addition to the ghost returns suppression, the main difference lies in the ability of the proposed method to work with the dominant interference while with CAF, this disturbance must first be removed.
implement a performing passive radar system for a low cost. Finally, B-STAP CHAD should be useful for OFDM-based airborne passive radars where the presence of the (generally Dopplerized) dominant interference would no longer be a major issue.
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**APPENDIX**

**Receive Signal Modeling - Simplifying Assumptions**

The LOS RF complex signal received by the reference antenna-element (indexed by 0) is generically denoted by:

\[
s(t) = s(t)e^{2\pi F_0 t},
\]

where \( s(t) \) represents the complex envelop (baseband signal) and \( F_0 \) the HF carrier frequency.

Let us assume that it exists at the bistatic initial distance \( d(i, 0) \), a moving reflector \( i \) with the constant bistatic speed \( v_i \). The corresponding reflected signal impinges the reference element with a LOS relative varying delay \( \tau_i^l(t) \). Its contribution to the reference element is then proportional to

\[
s(t - \tau_i^l(t)) = s(t - \tau_i^l(t)) e^{2\pi F_0 t - \tau_i^l(t)}.
\]

Assume also that the bistatic speed \( v_i \) is sufficiently low so that the distance covered by the target during the observation time \( T \) is negligible with respect to the bistatic distance \( d(i, 0) \):

\[
v_i T \ll d(i, 0).
\]

This allows to limit the degree of the polynomial expression \( \tau_i^l(t) \) to one and we then have

\[
\tau_i^l(t) \approx \frac{d_i}{v_i} + \frac{v_i}{c} t, \quad t \in [0, T],
\]

where \( d_i = d(i, 0) - d(0, 0) \) is the bistatic distance relative to the LOS distance and where \( c \) is the light speed. Still assume that the distance covered by the target during the observation time \( T \) is inferior to the shortest wavelength in baseband:

\[
v_i T < \frac{c}{B},
\]

where \( B \) is the bandwidth of the signal \( s(t) \). One can then ignore the effect of the first order term \( \frac{v_i}{c} t \) within the complex envelop and write

\[
s(t - \tau_i^l(t)) \approx \alpha_i s(t - \tau_i) e^{2\pi f_i t} e^{2\pi F_0 t}, \quad t \in [0, T],
\]

where \( \tau_i = \frac{d_i}{c} \), \( \alpha_i = e^{-2\pi F_0 \tau_i} \) and where \( f_i = -F_0 \frac{v_i}{c} \) is the Doppler frequency shift.

On any antenna-element \( r \neq 0 \), the signal is received with an algebraic relative delay denoted by \( \tau_r^l(t) \). Due to the small
dimension of the array-antenna with respect to the bistatic distances involved, it is reasonable to assume that the speed \( v_r \) is viewed in the same way by all the elements and this relative delay can be considered as a constant \( (\tau_r(t) \approx \tau_r) \) during the observation time. Additionally, the dimension of the array being very small compared to the shortest wavelength in baseband, one can assume that \( B \max_{\tau_r} |\tau_r| \ll 1 \) and consequently the effect of \( \tau_r \) within the complex envelop can be neglected. It follows that for all \( t \in [0, T] \), the contribution of the reflected signal that impinges the array-element \( r \) yields

\[
\alpha_r e^{-2\pi F_0 r \tau_r} s(t - \tau_r) e^{2\pi i t \tau_r} e^{2\pi F_0 t}. \quad (23)
\]

Finally, considering now a general multipath propagation scheme, the whole baseband signal \( y_r(t) \) received on any element \( r \) can then be modeled by a noisy linear combination of the IQ frequency downconverted contributions (23):

\[
y_r(t) = \sum_{i \in \mathbb{Z}} \gamma_{ri} s(t - \tau_i) e^{2\pi i t \tau_i} + \eta_r(t), \quad t \in [0, T],
\]

where the noise term \( \eta_r(t) \) is assumed to be white, Gaussian and statically independent from one element \( r \) to another.

In practice, the complex coefficients \( \gamma_{ri} \) do not exactly match \( \alpha_r e^{2\pi F_0 r \tau_r} \), since they may include all additional effects modifying the phases and the amplitudes of the different contributions. These effects depend on target radar cross-section, on the complex gain spatial pattern of each antenna-element \( r \), and on other unknown impairments such as antenna calibration errors.
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